Master Foundational
Grammar and Writing Skills

Materials
Student Worktext (eWorktext Available)

Equip your students to master and apply
foundational grammar and writing skills so they
can learn to express themselves in God-honoring
ways. English 5: Writing & Grammar (3rd edition)
helps students to expand their knowledge and
skills through regular exercises, activities, and
writing projects that require them to practice
and apply grammar and writing skills in a variety
of situations. This course provides teachers with
suggested activities and assignments that invite
students to collaborate, present what they learn,
and review each other’s work so students can
become better communicators.

The student worktext combines grammar and
writing practice in one student-friendly, consumable
book. Students will find age-appropriate illustrations
that enhance both the writing and grammar
chapters. The worktext provides writing models,
teacher-guided practice, independent practice,
chapter reviews, and cumulative reviews. The
handbook in the back of the worktext provides a
thesaurus and information about English grammar
conventions.

Teacher Edition
The teacher edition provides a variety of teaching
strategies organized around each phase of the
teaching cycle—Engage, Instruct, Apply, and
Assess. Seven chapters focus on standard English
conventions, and one chapter focuses on study and
research skills. Six writing chapters follow the fivestep writing process to guide students in writing
poetry, narratives, opinion pieces, and informational
texts. Teaching guides help teachers direct lesson
activities that strengthen skills in visual and digital
literacy, critical thinking, and collaboration.

How We Teach It
Modeling Learning

Assessments and assessments answer keys, and
resources on Teacher Tools Online are available.

The student worktext and teacher edition include
regular opportunities for teacher-modeling and
working with relevant mentor texts. These activities
help students learn to think through processes they
will need for planning, writing, and reviewing their
written communication.

Visual and Digital Literacy

Full-Page Illustrations
Adjectives
and Adverbs

Writing Workshops for Development

Writing Models
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QR Codes Linking
to AfterSchoolHelp

Compare-Contrast
Essay: Revise
Listening to another person’s perceptions about your essay can
help you improve your writing. Think carefully about each peer
conference comment as you revise.

The writer revised the
title to engage the
reader’s attention.

a large amount
here in Nebraska. In South Carolina, we got tons of rain in the

Southerners Go North
Nebraska and South Carolina

How can precise
language help people?

winter, but we hardly ever got snow. In contrast, Nebraska
frigid
Another difference is that
winters are cold, and we get a lot of snow. We do not have

Most people have many adjustments to make when

in South carolina. We study all the same subjects, and we
even use the same kind of textbooks. My favorite subject
Similarly,
is math, but I like science too. Also our neighborhood here

Verbs that do not add -ed when changed to
the past tense are called irregular verbs.

cows here than we saw in South Carolina.

This sentence does
not belong in the
paragraph.

The helping verbs have, has, and had are used with a
verb form called the past participle. Irregular verbs
often change spelling in the past-participle form.

We like our new home in Nebraska. Although people here
like to tease us about being southerners. We enjoy seeing

Carolina. Our house there was on a culdasak, and our
Like the neighbors in South Carolina,
house here is too. Also the neighbors here in Nebraska are

Verb

Carolina but we are glad God brought our family here.

Use the following checklist as you revise your essay.

Revising Checklist

friendly, and there are some kids my own age. Also South

I compared and contrasted two things in my essay.

A transitional
phrase connects Carolina had a good church for us to attend, and Nebraska
the points more
does also.
smoothly.

My introduction leads into the main part of the essay.
I included a good number of details in the comparing
paragraph.

On the other hand, some things about Nebraska is different
For example,
from South Carolina. The winter weather is much different

I included a good number of details in the contrasting
paragraph.

Proofreading Marks
Add
Delete

begin
blow
break
choose
fly
freeze
grow
know
ring
sing
speak
steal
swim
tear

Capital letter
Lowercase
Move

I used comparing and contrasting words.
I used descriptive words.
My conclusion sums up the main part of the essay.
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Irregular Verbs

more snow and more farmland. We sometimes miss South

The writer added
different comparing
words for variety.
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in Nebraska reminds me of our neighborhood in South

AfterSchoolHelp

color to it, but the nebraska soil is dark brown. Nebraska has
many
more farms than South Carolina does. We also see tons more

part of the essay.

Teachers can lead writing workshops for individual
students or peer-to-peer groups to help students
further develop and apply writing skills to their work
and the work of others.

More Irregular Verbs

the same kind of soil here. The South Carolina soil has a red

they move to a new place. My family moved from South
We enjoyed living in South Carolina, but we like Nebraska too. We have
Carolina to Nebraska last year. We like it here.
Added sentences noticed many similarties and also a few differences between the two States.
lead into the main
Many things about Nebraska and South Carolina are
similer. My school in Nebraska is a lot like my old school

The writer found
places to use more
exact and more
descriptive words.
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This course encourages students to develop visual
and digital literacy in continued teacher-modeling
activities, additional visual-analysis activities, lessons
in internet safety and research.

Present Tense
begin, begins
blow, blows
break, breaks
choose, chooses
fly, flies
freeze, freezes
grow, grows
know, knows
ring, rings
sing, sings
speak, speaks
steal, steals
swim, swims
tear, tears

Past Tense
began
blew
broke
chose
flew
froze
grew
knew
rang
sang
spoke
stole
swam
tore

Past Participle
begun
blown
broken
chosen
flown
frozen
grown
known
rung
sung
spoken
stolen
swum
torn

Mark the sentence that is written correctly.

1.

The American Thread Company began in 1898.
The American Thread Company had began in 1898.

2.

Many people do not know that Velcro was invented at this company.
Many people do not knowed that Velcro was invented at this company.

